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Abstract Glacier sliding has major environmental consequences, but friction caused by debris in the
basal ice of glaciers is seldom considered in slidingmodels. To include such friction, divergent hypotheses for
clast‐bed contact forces require testing. In experiments we rotate an ice ring (outside diameter = 0.9 m),
with and without isolated till clasts, over a smooth rock bed. Ice is kept at its pressure‐melting temperature,
and meltwater drains along a film at the bed to atmospheric pressure at its edges. The ice pressure or
bed‐normal component of ice velocity is controlled, while bed shear stress is measured. Results with debris‐
free ice indicate friction coefficients < 0.01. Shear stresses caused by clasts in ice are independent of ice
pressure. This independence indicates that with increases in ice pressure the water pressure in cavities
observed beneath clasts increases commensurately to allow drainage of cavities into the melt film, leaving
clast‐bed contact forces unaffected. Shear stresses, instead, are proportional to bed‐normal ice velocity.
Cavities and the absence of regelation ice indicate that, unlike model formulations, regelation past clasts
does not control contact forces. Alternatively, heat from the bed melts ice above clasts, creating pressure
gradients in adjacent meltwater films that cause contact forces to depend on bed‐normal ice velocity. This
model can account for observations if rock friction predicated on Hertzian clast‐bed contacts is assumed.
Including debris‐bed friction in glacier sliding models will require coupling the ice velocity field near the bed
to contact forces rather than imposing a pressure‐based friction rule.
1. Introduction
Slip of glaciers over rock beds can be responsible for unusually rapid glacier flow and is required for ero-
sion of subglacial bedrock, both of which help drive global environmental change (e.g., Anderson et
al., 1997; Ritz et al., 2015). Such slip is significant at glacier beds only where ice is at its melting tempera-
ture (i.e., temperate) (Cuffey & Paterson, 2010) and made possible by a water film at the ice‐rock interface.
In most models of glacier slip over rock beds, this film, which field observations indicate can be up to
100 μm thick (Hallet, 1979a), is assumed to cause negligible local friction between the ice and rock.
Drag associated with ice flow past bumps on the bed (e.g., Weertman, 1957) is assumed to balance the grav-
itational driving stress.
Despite this common idealization, friction between clasts in ice and bedrock (Figure 1) also resists glacier
slip, as indicated by striations on deglaciated bedrock and limited subglacial measurements of debris‐bed
friction (Cohen et al., 2005; Iverson et al., 2003). In models aimed at assessing this friction, the local shear
traction on the bed that results from debris, τd, depends on the debris concentration, c, within ice on the
bed surface (clasts per unit area) and the contact force, Fc, that debris particles exert on the bed normal to
its surface:
τd ¼ μFcc; (1)
where μ is a coefficient of dynamic friction at clast‐bed contacts and considered to be a constant (Figure 2)
(Hallet, 1981; Iverson et al., 2019; Shoemaker, 1986). Subtle dependencies of rock friction on the rate of
slip and state of clast contacts with the bed (e.g., Ruina, 1983) are neglected in Equation 1. Also implicit
in this equation is that clast slip across the bed limits τd, rather than resistance to rotation of clasts in ice
related to their shape and angularity.
To apply this relation to a rough glacier bed, the glaciological factors that control c, Fc, and their spatial var-
iation must be estimated. Spatial variations in c depend on the bed topography (e.g., Shoemaker, 1986) and
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the distribution of debris sources near the bed related to glacial erosion. More amenable to the small scales of
experiments is studying the contact force, Fc, through its effect on the shear traction between a debris‐ice
mixture and rock.
Before data on contact forces were available, Boulton (1974) and Hallet (1979b, 1981) proposed contrasting
hypotheses for its glaciological controls. Boulton (1974) proposed that it depends on the effective pressure at
the bed, defined as the difference between the normal stress exerted on the bed by ice, σn, and the water pres-
sure, Pw, in cavities presumed to occupy the narrow spaces between clasts and the bed (Figure 2). Neglecting
the buoyant weight of particles in ice, which is negligible for clasts with diameters less than ∼0.2 m
(Hallet, 1979b), Boulton suggested that
Fc ¼ σn − Pwð ÞAc; (2)
where Ac is the area beneath clasts subject to the pressure of water in cavities (Figure 2).
In contrast, Hallet (1979b, 1981) recognized that on upglacier‐facing (stoss) bed surfaces where striations are
most pronounced, ice converges with the bed during slip. This component of ice flow toward stoss surfaces
results from enhanced basal melting and from extension of ice parallel to the bed due to enhanced creep
of ice around bumps (e.g., Weertman, 1957). These processes can result
in bed‐normal components of ice velocity on stoss surfaces that can
exceed rates of basal melting on a flat bed by orders of magnitude
(Hallet, 1979a, 1979b; Iverson et al., 2019). Resultant flow of ice past clasts
toward the bed exerts a drag on them that is imparted to the bed as the con-
tact force. Hallet believed that ice should effectively surround clasts at the
bed (Figure 2), particularly on stoss surfaces of bed bumps, such that con-
tact force is independent of σn− Pw. In his model contact force depends on
local bed‐normal velocity of ice, vn, near the bed surface through





The term in parentheses is a drag coefficient adapted from the theory of
Watts (1974), who analyzed flow of an infinite body of temperate ice
Figure 1. Debris in the basal ice of Engabreen, Norway. Ice flow is to the right, and the concentration of debris in the
basal ice layer is ∼10% by volume (photograph by T. Hooyer).
Figure 2. Contrasting models of clast‐bed contact force, Fc. Variables are
defined in the text.
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past a sphere by regelation and ice deformation; R is the clast radius, ηe is the effective ice viscosity, R∗ is the
controlling clast size for which regelation and ice deformation contribute equally to the drag, and f is a factor
(> 1.0) added by Hallet (1981) that accounts for the effect of the bed proximity on drag. Equation 3 requires
clasts to be sufficiently sparse on the bed so that flow fields in ice around clasts do not affect each other.
The value of R∗ in Equation 3 sets the relative importance of regelation and creep during ice flow past clasts.
The theory of Watts (1974), which is based on the assumption that the local ice pressure equals the water
pressure in the film at clast‐ice interface, indicates R∗= 0.11m. Recent theory incorporating premelting phy-
sics (Rempel & Meyer, 2019), such that the ice and water film pressures are not equal, indicates that R∗ is a
factor of∼3.5 larger when adapted for flow of an infinite ice body past a sphere (Hansen & Zoet, 2019). Thus,
because most clasts in contact with the bed are far smaller than R∗, ice flow past them is considered to be
almost entirely by regelation.
The only fieldmeasurements of debris‐bed friction—on a smooth granite tablet (0.09 m2) installed flush with
the bed of Engabreen, Norway—yielded surprisingly high shear tractions on the tablet, 60–500 kPa (Cohen
et al., 2005; Iverson et al., 2003). The debris concentration in the basal ice was about 10% by volume. High
values of shear traction were explained with a model that relied on shear traction being weakly dependent
on effective pressure, with a bulk friction coefficient of 0.05–0.08 observed between the dirty ice and rock.
This explanation also relied on ice flow past clasts toward the bed but with a substantially larger drag coeffi-
cient than that of Equation 3. Although the large drag coefficient was based on numerical calculations indi-
cating that clast proximity with the bed greatly enhanced drag (> 100 times more than for an infinite ice
domain for some particle sizes, Cohen et al., 2005), subsequent experiments indicated a far smaller drag
enhancement of approximately f = 2.0 (Byers et al., 2012), likely reflecting thermodynamic effects neglected
in the modeling. No satisfactory explanation for the high shear tractions measured at Engabreen has been
offered.
Results of laboratory experiments with fixed spheres in temperate ice on a flat bed (Byers et al., 2012;
Iverson, 1990) and less idealized experiments with isolated clasts in ice slid over a flat rock bed (Hansen
& Zoet, 2019; Iverson, 1990) have been less equivocal. They demonstrate that contact forces depend on
the bed‐normal ice velocity. Equation 3 provides order‐of‐magnitude fits to resultant data. However, in these
experiments with clasts in ice, as well as in other experiments with glacier ice containing finer debris parti-
cles (< 1.25 mm) (Zoet et al., 2013), a weak dependence on total normal stress on the ice was measured; bulk
friction coefficients for debris‐ice mixtures were 0.03–0.17. Moreover, in previous experiments with cobble‐
and gravel‐sized spheres and clasts, water‐filled cavities formed to various extents between these inclusions
and the bed (Hansen & Zoet, 2019; Iverson, 1990). Evidence of regelation ice was universally absent in these
experiments.
More idealized experiments have also been conducted in which melting ice, containing different sizes and
concentrations of fine particles (< 1.5 mm), was slid over glass plates at high speeds (9 mm s−1) and over
short durations (< 60 s) (Emerson & Rempel, 2007). Rates of meltwater production were very high, and
ice deformation and regelation at such short times scales was unimportant. Results isolated how water
flow in thin films and their thicknesses, at both the surfaces of particles and at the bed, can help control
contact forces.
Subglacial processes that control debris‐bed friction are different from those that are the usual focus of rock
friction experiments. Therefore, to optimize study of subglacial friction, an experimental approach that can
replicate and isolate these processes is necessary. We describe experiments with a large ring‐shear apparatus
(Figure 3) designed to study slip of temperate ice over various substrates (e.g., Iverson & Petersen, 2011; Zoet
& Iverson, 2020). Sparse, gravel‐sized particles in ice are slid over a flat, smooth rock surface. The bed is flat
so resistance from debris‐bed friction can be easily isolated from the measured shear traction. The apparatus
allows three conditions to be met in experiments that have not been met in past debris‐bed friction experi-
ments aimed at the study of subglacial rock friction:
1. Temperature control and measurement precision (0.01°C) sufficient to keep ice at and above the bed
adjacent to clasts at the pressure‐melting temperature
2. A bed area (0.44 m2) sufficient to average effects of a large number (∼550) of gravel‐sized, widely spaced
clasts and to ensure that meltwater drainage pathways along the bed are generally many times longer
than particle diameters
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3. Unlimited slip, allowing assessment of debris‐bed friction over periods longer than a few hours
The principal objective is to study effects of bed‐normal ice velocity and ice pressure on contact forces and
friction and thereby test the major contrasting elements of the theories of Hallet (1979b, 1981) and
Boulton (1974). We focus on the case of debris in ice sufficiently sparse so that flow fields around clasts
do not interact. This condition is met for volumetric debris concentrations less than ∼15% (Iverson et
al., 2019), which can be exceeded in the basal ice of warm‐based glaciers but more commonly is not
(Kirkbride, 2002; Moore, 2014). Our results motivate an alternative hypothesis for control of contact force
that does not involve regelation and is guided by the interpretations of Emerson and Rempel (2007). The
hypothesis highlights the importance of meltwater drainage from the ice‐bed interface and includes a model
of friction at clast‐bed contacts that differs from Equation 1.
2. Methods
2.1. Apparatus
The ring‐shear device, which is housed in a cold room, accommodates a large ring of synthetic ice in an alu-
minumwalled chamber that is 0.25 m deep, with a 0.9 m outer diameter and 0.5 m inner diameter (Figure 3)
(Iverson & Petersen, 2011). The inside surfaces of the ice chamber walls are polished smooth, while the
outside surfaces are insulated with polyethylene closed‐cell foam. The bed over which the ice slides is a
ring‐shaped, garnet gneiss slab with a polished upper surface; imaging of this surface with a white light inter-
ferometer indicates asperity heights less than 0.4 μm, with occasional pockets in the surface up to 13 μm
deep. Cameras behind quartz glass windows allow direct observation of ice movement by capturing, every
15 min for 10 s, images of colored beads frozen into the outer edges of the ice ring. The short duration of
image capture is limited by the camera lighting as a source of heat, which would otherwise melt the ice unde-
sirably fast. Water is allowed to drain from the edges of the rock bed to atmospheric pressure through ports
beneath the rock bed and in the ice chamber walls.
During experiments, the ice ring is rotated at a constant speed across the bed by a thick polyvinylchloride
(PVC) platen with teeth that grip the upper surface of the ice ring (Figure 3). The low thermal conductivity
of the PVC protects the ice ring from temperature fluctuations in the cold room and inhibits slip by
Figure 3. Ring‐shear device (Iverson & Petersen, 2011), as modified for these experiments, with a cutaway view of the ice
chamber. Wiring, plumbing, controller for the hydraulic ram, and heating/cooling circulator for the glycol/water
mixture are not pictured.
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regelation past the teeth of the platen. Slip instead occurs at the smooth rock bed and ice chamber walls. A
stress normal to the bed, held steady to within 2%, is applied to the ice ring by a 200 ton hydraulic ram that
pushes up on the base plate that supports the ice chamber.
The temperature of the ice ring is precisely controlled to keep it at its pressure‐melting temperature without
melting the ice too quickly. To protect the ice ring from temperature fluctuations in the cold room, the sides
and base of the ice chamber reside in a tub (green areas in Figure 3) containing a circulating water/glycol
mixture. The temperature of this fluid is regulated outside the cold room by an 18 L heating/cooling circu-
lator with a precision of 0.01°C. The circulator pumps the fluid beneath the ice chamber to a distributing
manifold at the base of the tub, and the fluid is returned through overflow valves near the top of the ice
chamber. The temperature of the fluid in the tub is recorded by a high‐precision thermistor (10−4 °C).
Spatial temperature variations in the fluid are < 0.1°C, and the insulation on the bottom and the outer walls
of the ice chamber homogenizes the temperature further andminimizes heat flow to the ice. Ice temperature
is measured with glass‐bead thermistors mounted flush with the chamber walls where they are in contact
with the ice. The thermistors are arranged in a full‐bridge circuit and calibrated in an ice‐water bath with
a high‐precision thermistor. After their calibration, the accuracy of the thermistors is∼0.01°C, although they
can drift and occasionally become unstable with time, requiring replacement.
Normal stress is measured with a load cell above the hydraulic‐ram piston. During slip, shear stress is mea-
sured with a sensor in the central drive shaft that records the torque required to turn the upper platen.
Horizontal ice movement from slip at the bed and vertical ice movement frommelting are recorded by beads
in the ice that serve as tracking particles for the video cameras. Vertical bead strings frozen in the ice provide
a postexperimental record of cumulative shear deformation during slip. Contraction of the ice chamber as
meltwater drains from the edges of the bed is measured continuously with a linear variable displacement
transformer.
2.2. Procedure
To build the ice ring, deionized water is frozen in successive 1.5–2.0 cm layers in the ice chamber. Before
freezing, the water is seeded with snow to encourage growth of randomly oriented crystals, 1–10 mm in dia-
meter. Beads are frozen into each layer where they will be visible to the cameras. After the final water layer is
added, the ice ring is raised into contact with the toothed platen, which is frozen to the ice ring under a small
normal stress (∼300 kPa). Over several days, the ice ring is brought up to its pressure‐melting temperature by
setting the cold room to 1.0°C and setting the external circulator so that it delivers fluid to the tub at a tem-
perature of∼0.01°C. The wall thermistors confirm that the pressure‐melting temperature of the ice has been
reached by recording temperature decreases in response to applied increases in normal stress. Once the pres-
sure‐melting temperature is reached, the upper platen, along with the ice ring, is rotated at a steady speed of
7.5 m yr−1 (referenced to the centerline radius of the ice ring). Experiments last up to 23 days, during which
ice is displaced up to 0.47 m.
The bed‐normal ice velocity and total normal stress on the ice ring are stepped up or down during experi-
ments. Bed‐normal ice velocity is changed by adjusting the temperature of the circulating bath, which con-
trols the rate of melting at the bed and ice chamber walls. The range of bed‐normal velocity considered
extends to values larger (up to 1,218 mm yr−1) than average melt rates beneath glaciers in order to simulate
bed‐normal ice flow from enhanced melting and ice extension on the stoss sides of bed bumps where stria-
tions are most pronounced. The normal stress on the ice is adjusted with the hydraulic ram. Generally, an
adjustment in bed‐normal ice velocity or normal stress is made every 12–48 hr (Figures 4a and 4b), and shear
stresses are averaged over the full period between adjustments (e.g., 0.4–15.5 hr, Figure 4a). Adjustments are
sometimes followed immediately by abrupt, high‐amplitude, shear stress transients, whichmay include both
a peak and trough (e.g., Hour 4, Figure 4b). These conspicuous transients are excluded from the periods over
which shear stresses are averaged (e.g., 5.0–28.6 hr, Figure 4b).
Although the ice chamber contraction from melting at the top, bottom, and sides of the ice ring is measured
continuously, the associated bed‐normal ice velocity requires measurement of downward bead movement
with the video cameras. This bead tracking has greater error than the contraction measurement and cannot
be done continuously. The bed‐normal velocity is the variable of interest, so we calibrate contraction rate to
it when bead measurements can be done with maximum precision and use the resultant linear relationship
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to infer bed‐normal velocity from the continuous record of contraction rate. Bed‐normal velocity is smaller
than contraction rate because it results from melting only at the bed.
2.3. Debris
Experiments are run with debris‐free ice to measure the slip resistance from the chamber walls and rock
under a range of normal stresses. Although the surface roughness of the chamber walls and rock bed is
small, long‐term use has scratched and dented the walls, and the bed has imperfections, as noted, causing
some drag on the ice. The shear stresses measured in experiments with debris‐free ice at a given normal
stress are subtracted from the shear stress measured during experiments with debris in ice to isolate the
remaining shear stress due to debris‐bed friction. Two experiments were done with debris‐free ice: one prior
to experiments with debris and one after three experiments with debris that generated additional micro-
roughness on the bed.
In experiments with debris, clasts of the Superior lobe till (Ojakangas & Matsch, 1982) of the Laurentide ice
sheet rest in contact with the smooth rock bed (Figure 5). Carbonate clasts are removed, so the hardnesses of
the remaining metamorphic and igneous clasts are close to that of the gneiss bed—clasts, and a bed of simi-
lar hardness is probably the most typical case subglacially, given that the bed is the source of most basal deb-
ris (e.g., Knight, 1997). Clasts occupy three size ranges: small (5–12mmdiameter), medium (12–20mm), and
large (20–28 mm). Larger clasts would be too large a fraction of the ice chamber's width to inhibit wall
effects, and smaller particles would make observations of bounding ice difficult. The till clasts are primarily
subrounded (Powers, 1953) and generally less angular than gravel‐sized clasts not sourced from till used in
Figure 4. Example time series from experiments with clasts in ice after (a) two increases in bed‐normal ice velocity
actuated by increasing the temperature of the glycol/water bath and (b) two increases in normal stress on the ice ring.
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past debris‐bed friction experiments (Hansen & Zoet, 2019; Iverson, 1990).
The number of clasts in each size range is chosen to follow that observed
by Hooke and Iverson (1995) in basal tills, using a fractal dimension of 2.9.
Particles are spaced at least 1.5 times their diameters apart to try to ensure
independence of ice flow fields around them (Figure 5) (Lliboutry &
Ritz, 1978, see their Figure 2). In some experiments, clasts on the bed
are marked with horizontal lines so their rotations in ice can be assessed
after experiments, and clasts are labeled and photographed so their displa-
cements at the ends of experiments can be measured. Once positioned in
contact with the rock bed (Figure 5), clasts are frozen in place by adding
the first layer of water to the base of the ice chamber. The rest of the ice
ring is constructed with clean ice so the number of particles in contact
with the bed does not change with time as melting moves ice toward the
bed. A total of 546 clasts are used in each experiment, corresponding
approximately to an areal debris concentration at the bed of 10% and to
a volumetric concentration of ∼4% if clasts with a similar spacing had
been present throughout the ice ring.
A dynamic friction coefficient between clasts and the rock bed is required to relate measured shear stresses
to clast‐bed contact forces. This friction coefficient was measured in separate experiments in which till clasts
alone were slid over the bed. Thirty‐five clasts, of the same lithology and shape as in the experiments with ice
and epoxied into a rigid slab, were pushed at a constant speed of 8 m yr−1 over the rock bed using a ball screw
and geared‐down motor. Dead weights were applied to the slab while a load cell recorded the force required
to push the slab across the bed. A fit to the data over the full range of contact force per clast (2–28 N) applied
in these experiments yielded a friction coefficient of 0.37.
3. Results
3.1. Friction
In the two experiments with clean ice, shear stress increased only slightly with normal stress, such that the
friction coefficients were 0.005 and 0.009 in the first and second experiments, respectively (Figure 6), remem-
bering that the second experiment was conducted after three experiments
with debris in ice generated additional microroughness on the bed. These
coefficients are about 2 orders of magnitude smaller than those measured
in friction experiments with other rocks at room temperature (Jaeger et
al., 2007) and are, respectively, a factor of 4 and 7 smaller than indicated
by results of other ice‐rock friction experiments (0.035) conducted at the
melting temperature (McCarthy et al., 2017).
In experiments conducted with debris at the base of the ice ring, there was
a clear positive relationship between the bed‐normal ice velocity and
shear stress in excess of that measured with debris‐free ice (Figure 7,
Table 1). Normal stress was 950–980 kPa and did not fluctuate more than
5 kPa during any single experiment. A linear fit to the data has the form
τb = 0.007 vn + 3.61, indicating either that ∼3.6 kPa of the measured shear
stress due to clast‐bed friction is independent of bed‐normal ice velocity or
that the relationship is not linear. Unfortunately, distinguishing between
these hypotheses is not possible because steady bed‐normal ice velocities
less than 348 mm yr−1 could not be sustained.
In the two experiments with debris in ice in which the normal stress on
the ring was varied, shear stress in excess of values for clean ice depended
only weakly on the normal stress (Figure 8a). Furthermore, the weak
proportionality between normal and shear stress reflects the codepen-
dence of normal stress and bed‐normal velocity. When normal stress
on the ice is increased, its pressure‐melting temperature decreases,
Figure 6. Shear stress as a function of normal stress from the two
experiments with clean ice (dashed lines). Implied shear stresses at zero
normal stress (10 and 13 kPa) are interpreted to reflect form drag associated
with imperfections in the bed and walls of the ice chamber. The test
that yielded the larger value was conducted after the bed and walls had
been roughened slightly after three experiments with debris in ice. Error
bars (barely visible) are equal to or smaller than the heights of the symbols.
The slip velocity was 7.5 m yr−1. The solid line extrapolates the friction
measured by McCarthy et al. (2017) in experiments with clean ice, based on
one measurement of shear stress at a normal stress of ∼100 kPa and zero
form drag.
Figure 5. Till clasts on the rock bed before building an ice ring, looking
downward into the ice chamber. Its walls are at the top and bottom
of the photograph. A quartz glass window for one of the video cameras is
visible at lower left in the outer wall.
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steepening thermal gradients in the bed and walls of the ice chamber and
increasing melt rates there. Indeed, higher normal stresses correspond
with higher bed‐normal velocity (Figures 8b and 8c). This codependence
can be accounted for if deviations from the average bed‐normal velocity
in the two experiments are used, together with the relationship between
bed‐normal velocity and shear stress of Figure 7, to eliminate the compo-
nent of shear stress change resulting from differences in bed‐normal velo-
city. After doing that, no dependence of shear stress on normal stress is
resolvable within the limits of measurement uncertainty (Figure 8d).
Shear stress varied during periods of nearly steady bed‐normal ice velocity
and ice pressure (Figure 4). Although these variations may reflect the
unsteady nature of friction between clasts that can rotate in ice and the
bed, these shear stress transients are not interpretable with the data at
hand and so are not discussed further.
3.2. Postexperimental Observations
At the end of an experiment, the ice ring was removed from its chamber to
view the surface that had been in contact with the rock bed. Most clasts
fell out of ice ring when it was lifted off the bed, indicating that ice was
not beneath clasts to support them. Other clasts remained in the ice but
with cavities that formed between them and the bed. These cavities
spanned most of the undersides of clasts and were asymmetric in the
direction of slip (Figure 9, left and right). Thus, cavity formation between
clasts and the bed was ubiquitous in all experiments, despite no experi-
ments ending at sustained normal stresses less than 950 kPa.
Importantly, there was no evidence of bubbly, texturally distinct (i.e., finer grained) regelation ice (e.g.,
Kamb & LaChapelle, 1964) beneath or adjacent to clasts.
Any shear deformation of the ice ring that occurred during experiments was too small to be resolved with the
vertical strings of beads that were initially frozen into the ice; melting at the top and bottom of the ice ring
created kinks in bead strings, but their final top and bottom positions were horizontally offset by an amount
too small to be measured. Nearly all motion of the ice, therefore, occurred by slip. In the one experiment in
which displacements of some clasts were tracked, the average clast displacement along the bed was 86 ± 5%
of the slip displacement of the ice, indicating that the bed frictionally impeded clasts causing bed‐parallel ice
flow past them. Following withdrawal of the ice ring from its chamber after the experiment in which clast
rotation was tracked, 20% of the clasts left in the sole of the ice ring appeared to have rotated at least
∼10°. Most of these clasts rotated 25–45°.
Abrasion by clasts in ice left striations on the rock bed. Although most were shallow and barely visible to the
unaided eye, a few were up to 1.0 mm wide and 30 μm deep. These deeper striations could be traced for tens
of centimeters. Striation width, depth, and concentration increased conspicuously around a large crack
(Figure 10) that propagated fully through the rock bed during an experiment, probably as a result of the bot-
tom surface of the rock ring not being completely flush with the ice chamber's base. Another similar cluster
of striations was noticeable around a smaller crack. Cumulatively, striations faded with distance from these
cracks. Although a few clasts fractured and were replaced in subsequent experiments, masses of clasts mea-
sured before and after experiments indicated no discernible comminution.
4. Discussion
4.1. Slip Without Clasts in Ice
Results of the two experiments with debris‐free ice at its melting temperature indicate that shear traction
supported at the bed was highly insensitive to the normal stress. The implied friction coefficients, 0.005
and 0.009, are comparable to the lowest values reported for ice friction (Kietzig et al., 2010). Also, as noted,
these friction coefficients are a factor of 4 and 7 smaller than indicated by results of other ice‐rock friction
experiments conducted at the melting temperature and at about twice the sliding speed (McCarthy et
Figure 7. Shear stress from clast‐bed friction as a function of bed‐normal
ice velocity in the first (pink), third (green), and fourth (yellow)
experiments, the three experiments in which bed‐normal velocity was
systematically varied. Background drag measured in experiments with
debris‐free ice has been subtracted from the total shear stress to isolate
stress only from clast‐bed friction. Error bars indicate one standard
deviation of values measured. Dashed line is a linear regression of the data.
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al., 2017). This difference may reflect the higher speed or rougher rock
surface of that experiment (relief of 7 μm). However, this difference may
also reflect the larger bed of the present experiment, requiring long flow
paths (up to 10 cm) for water in the melt film and hence a thicker film
to evacuate meltwater under a given a basal melt rate and normal stress.
Typical values of these two parameters in the experiments, when consid-
ered together with mass conservation in the film and the requirement that
it fully support the normal stress integrated over the bed area, suggest a
spatially averaged water film thickness at the bed of ∼1.3 μm
(Appendix A).
4.2. Slip With Clast‐Bed Friction
The results of experiments with clasts in ice support two key tenets of
Hallet's (1979b, 1981) model: Contact forces are independent of the total
normal stress exerted by ice on the bed and depend instead on the speed
of ice movement toward the bed. This dynamic effect on contact force is
absent from Boulton's (1974) model and has previously been measured
experimentally (Byers et al., 2012; Hansen & Zoet, 2019; Iverson, 1990).
However, as noted, previous experiments indicate a weak dependence of
shear traction on ice normal stress (Hansen & Zoet, 2019; Iverson, 1990;
Zoet et al., 2013), with small bulk friction coefficients for debris‐ice
mixtures of 0.03–0.17.
4.2.1. Cavities Beneath Clasts
Clear guidance for interpreting our results comes from the postexperi-
mental observation of cavities that spanned the narrow spaces between
clasts and the bed (Figure 9). Water could not drain downward through
the bed, so cavities were filled with water during experiments. These
water‐filled cavities have two important implications: the water pressure
within them, as envisioned by Boulton (1974), must have affected contact
forces, and regelation past particles toward the bed with refreezing of ice
beneath particles, as envisioned by Hallet (1979b, 1981), did not occur.
The second conclusion is complemented by the absence of texturally dis-
tinct regelation ice. Lack of regelation ice agrees with the finding that the
classical regelation boundary conditions cannot be obeyed for clasts rest-
ing on the bed (Morris, 1979). Heat flow from the bed is likely mostly
responsible for prohibiting regelation (Iverson, 1990) and for melting ice
at a rate higher than it could potentially squeeze into the narrow spaces
beneath clasts.
Although cavities have been observed in previous experiments (Hansen &
Zoet, 2019; Iverson, 1990), they were smaller relative to the clast size than
in these experiments. In these previous experiments, however, although
ice at the bed was melting, ice above the bed was at a temperature slightly
below the pressure‐melting temperature. This would have resulted in
some heat flow from the bed being conducted upward through the ice,
reducing the melt rate at the bed and contributing to smaller cavities.
4.2.2. Independence of Slip Resistance From Ice Pressure
The observed independence of shear stress from normal stress on the ice indicates that changes in normal
stress were accompanied by commensurate changes in the water pressure within cavities, which resulted
in negligibly small changes in contact force (Equation 2). For steady cavities to persist, meltwater produced
around clasts must flow into cavities and then along the meltwater film to the edges of the bed at atmo-
spheric pressure. Any increase in normal stress on the ice ring increases stress on the water film at the
bed. The film thins, reducing its effective permeability, and water pressure increases in cavities until the
pressure gradient in the film is sufficient to evacuate the meltwater in the cavities. Therefore, the extent
Table 1















1 5.85 981 444 0.6
2 5.91 980 425 0.4
3 6.44 980 482 0.6
4 6.95 979 500 1.0
5 8.79 980 568 1.0
6 9.31 980 637 0.9
9 8.37 1,259 456 1.2
10 7.54 613 348 1.7
11 7.78 768 386 0.9
12 7.97 995 468 1.0
13 6.99 1,181 432 0.9
Experiment 2
1 5.43 978 621 0.9
2 5.22 546 399 0.9
3 4.94 697 583 0.3
4 5.40 875 581 1.0
5 7.87 1,015 790 0.3
6 8.24 1,198 868 0.6
7 8.41 1,296 821 0.3
Experiment 3
1 6.88 961 438 1.3
2 7.13 962 464 0.7
3 7.55 963 505 1.0
4 7.72 960 564 2.1
5 7.97 959 618 0.9
6 9.91 959 898 0.8
7 6.77 958 352 3.7
8 10.49 957 792 0.3
9 7.78 958 535 0.3
10 10.93 955 1,059 0.3
11 7.40 956 662 0.4
12 12.20 954 1,218 0.3
Experiment 4
5 5.43 967 448 1.9
6 6.01 967 398 1.3
7 7.68 967 553 0.8
8 8.06 967 651 1.2
9 8.46 966 780 2.1
10 9.87 965 892 0.7
11 10.65 965 1,012 1.0
12 10.54 963 1,105 1.0
aPeriods from experiments are numbered sequentially. bShear stress
values are in excess of shear stresses with debris‐free ice.
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Figure 8. (a) Shear stress from clast‐bed friction as a function of normal stress in the first (pink) and second (blue)
experiments, the two experiments in which normal stress was varied. Bed‐normal ice velocity as a function of normal
stress in Experiments (b) 1 and (c) 2. (d) Shear stress from clast‐bed friction as a function of normal stress, with the
codependence on bed‐normal ice velocity removed. Error bars in all plots are one standard deviation of measured values.
Horizontal error bars are too small to be visible. In parts a and d, background drag measured in experiments with debris‐
free ice has been subtracted from the total shear stress to isolate stress only from clast‐bed friction.
Figure 9. The base of an ice ring at the end of an experiment, with cavities highlighted (dotted blue line) that formed
beneath clasts. The smooth ice surface was in contact with the rock bed, and the cavities were filled with water. Also
visible are holes marking the positions of clasts that fell out of the ice ring when it was lifted from its chamber.
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to which cavity water pressure increases in response to an increase in nor-
mal stress will depend on the length of the drainage path in the film; a
longer drainage path will require a proportionally larger increase in cavity
water pressure to produce a pressure gradient sufficient to satisfy mass
conservation in the water film at the bed.
This result highlights the importance of the state of drainage at the bed
andmay explain whymild sensitivity to normal stress on the ice, although
not detected here, has been recorded in some past experiments (Hansen &
Zoet, 2019; Zoet et al., 2013). These experiments had smaller beds, and in
one case, holes drilled through the rock bed (Hansen & Zoet, 2019).
Maximum lengths of flow paths in the film along the bed to atmospheric
pressure were a factor of ∼4.0 shorter than in the current experiments,
such that an increase in normal stress on the ice would have produced a
smaller increase in cavity water pressure and hence a greater increase in
contact force and friction. Indeed, striations were particularly prominent
near where the rock bed cracked in our experiments, presumably because
flow paths in the water film to the bed edges were short circuited by the
vertical drainage allowed by the crack (Figure 10), thereby increasing contact forces. Similarly, in the experi-
ments of Zoet et al. (2013), when an impermeable granite bed was replaced by a permeable sandstone bed
that enabled drainage through it, the friction coefficient for ice at the pressure‐melting temperature with
sparse debris (7%) increased from ∼0.03 to ∼0.4, reflecting substantially increased contact forces.
Thus, similar to slip within a soil mass (e.g., Lambe &Whitman, 1979), the state of drainage is a fundamental
control on the sensitivity of shear stress to total normal stress associated with debris‐bed friction. Although
drainage states are diverse beneath glaciers, a reasonable generalization, particularly for the impermeable
beds of classical sliding theory, is that flow paths in the water film in zones of ice‐bed contact should be
longer than in experiments. Moreover, where film flow meets the “connected” turbulent flow of the subgla-
cial hydraulic system, water pressures will be higher than the atmospheric pressure in experiments, ulti-
mately requiring higher water pressure in the microcavities beneath clasts to evacuate subglacial
meltwater. These factors increase the likelihood that slip resistance will be independent of the normal stress
ice exerts on the bed, in agreement with most theoretical models that attempt to address debris‐bed friction
during sliding (Hallet, 1981; Iverson et al., 2019; Shoemaker, 1986) using classical sliding theories. Where the
rock bed is permeable due to either grain‐scale porosity or cracks, a significant dependence on normal stress
might exist but not necessarily. In that case, sensitivity of debris‐bed friction to the normal stress will depend
on conditions at depth in the rock that control the vertical hydraulic gradient and drainage. These conditions
would likely inhibit drainage from the bed more than in the case of a permeable experimental bed with
atmospheric pressure at a boundary only a few centimeters away from the bed surface. Overall, our results
support the idea that the normal stress glaciers exert on hard beds has little or no effect on contact forces and
associated slip resistance (Hallet, 1981).
4.2.3. Dependence of Slip Resistance on Bed‐Normal Ice Velocity
The task now is to quantitatively explain the observed relationship between bed‐normal ice velocity and
shear stress (Figure 7). The leading hypothesis (Hallet, 1981) relies on the drag coefficient (Equation 3)
derived by Watts (1974) to relate these variables. As noted, for the sizes of clasts of these experiments, the
Watts model would be appropriate only if ice flow around clasts toward the bed was almost entirely by rege-
lation. However, regelation ice was not observed, and water‐filled cavities spanned most of the undersides of
clasts where refreezing would have been expected. This lack of regelation implies that the drag coefficient of
Equation 3, derived for a sphere in an infinite body of ice, is not appropriate for this problem. Adjustments to
the classical theory that take premelting physics into consideration (Hansen & Zoet, 2019; Rempel &
Meyer, 2019) are even less appropriate because this new theory implies an even larger role for regelation.
In the absence of regelation, a logical step is to first consider flow of ice past clasts only by creep. We consider
the standard Glen‐type, power law rheology for ice, with prefactor A and stress exponent n = 3 (Cuffey &
Paterson, 2010) but also consider a Newtonian ice rheology (n = 1) because some laboratory data support
it for the case of very slow flow of ice past a sphere (Byers et al., 2012). In either case, a water film still lubri-
cates the clast surface. For the Newtonian case, the contact force for a single spherical clast of radius R is then
Figure 10. Striations on the rock bed after Experiment 3, near a crack
through the bed that formed during the experiment. Ice movement
was to the right.
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f4πηeRvn (Lliboutry & Ritz, 1978) where, as in Equation 3, f is the bed
influence factor that accounts for drag enhancement due to the proximity
of the bed. The associated shear stress for Newtonian flow, τN, from clast‐
bed friction in the experiments is then given by Equation 1, summed for
the three clast sizes and concentrations of the experiment:
τN ¼ ∑3i¼1μcif 4πηeRivn; (4)
where μ=0.37, determined in the aforementioned rock friction tests, and c
is the number of clasts of a given size per unit bed area. Using the reference
strain rate of Iverson et al. (2019) for flow past clasts, the effective viscosity
of ice in the experiments can be estimated from the measured bed‐normal
ice velocity, vn, R, and the ice flow law parameters,A and n. For temperate
ice, this approach yields ηe ≈ 10
−12 Pa s, which is of the same order as the
value used by Hallet (1981). The corresponding shear stress, τp, for power
law flow (n = 3) past clasts in the experiments is





with the drag force on a sphere in an infinite ice body in square brackets
(Lliboutry & Ritz, 1978).
Consideration of only creep of ice past clasts (Equations 4 and 5) results
in bed shear stresses 1–2 orders of magnitude larger than measured values (Figure 11), indicating that
contact forces between clasts and the bed are similarly overestimated. The argument could be made that,
owing to water‐pressurized cavities under clasts, there were no corresponding pressure shadows there in
the ice; however, that effect would reduce drag by only a factor of ∼2, far less than required to bring the
model prediction into agreement with the data.
This severe overestimate of the drag on clasts is instructive because it indicates that ice normal stresses on
the upper surfaces of clasts were far below those expected if ice could move downward around clasts only
by creep. The only reasonable candidate as a process for relieving deviatoric stresses above clasts is melting
of ice at their upper surfaces. Recalling that regelation did not occur in the experiments, a different model for
clast‐bed contact forces is needed that includes such melting but does not rely on latent heat being released
during freezing of water beneath clasts.
The bed in the experiments is an obvious source for heat, which was free to conduct upward through water‐
filled cavities to potentially melt ice above clasts. However, some heat that entered cavities from the bed was
advected away in the water film. The importance of this advection for water in cavities can be assessed by
estimating the Péclet number, the ratio of advective to diffusive heat transport, Pe = Lu/α, where L is a char-
acteristic length, u is the mean water velocity in the cavity, and α is the thermal diffusivity of water at 0°C
(10−6 m2 s−1). To maximize advection, we let L = R and maximize u, by assuming ice melted at the tops
of clasts in the experiments at a rate equal to vn and by requiring that the resultant water flux move through
the cavity. Considering the largest clast in the experiment (R= 0.012 m) and the highest bed‐normal ice velo-
city of vn = 3.9 × 10
−8 m s−1 yields u < 2.0 × 10−8 m−1 and Pe < 2.4 × 10
−4. Thus, advection accounted for
negligible heat loss from cavities. Rather, nearly all heat from the bed was conducted through the water in
cavities and through clasts to their upper surfaces where it was available to melt ice. Thus, a reasonable
assumption is that the bed‐normal ice velocity caused by melting over the bed surface was approximately
equal to the melt rate at the upper surfaces of clasts.
The drag on clasts associated with this process can be limited not by ice rheology but by the pressure gradient
in the melt film around clasts required to drive meltwater from the tops of clasts to the surroundingmelt film
at the bed surface (Figure 12) (Emerson & Rempel, 2007). Increasing values of vn correspond to increasing
meltwater fluxes, requiring larger pressure gradients along clast surfaces and accounting for the
Figure 11. Measured shear stresses (Experiments 1: pink, 3: green, and 4:
yellow) from clast‐bed friction and those predicted from the bed‐normal ice
velocity assuming that ice moved past clasts only by deforming around
them (lines). Cases for a linear ice rheology (n = 1) and a Glen‐type
rheology (n = 3) are shown. See text for parameter choices. Background
drag measured in experiments with debris‐free ice has been subtracted from
the total shear stress to isolate stress only from clast‐bed friction.
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proportionality between vn and drag. In this case, following Appendix B of
Emerson and Rempel (2007), the contact force, Fc = Fw, depends on the







where ηw is the water viscosity at 0°C (0.0018 Pa s). This is a good
approximation only if hc ≪ h, the thickness of the melt film at the
bed, and hc ≪ R. In addition, intermolecular forces are neglected in
Equation 6, as justified in Appendix B. The thickness of melt films above
clasts is not known in these experiments, so it must be fit to the data. We
use the thickness of melt films above medium‐sized clasts, hm, as a fit-
ting parameter. Equation 6 indicates that hc scales approximately with
R. Thus, the thickness of melt films above the small and large particles
are scaled accordingly, yielding the following relation for the bed shear
stress, τw, when flow in the water film controls drag for the three clast







 3 ; (7)
where the term in parentheses is the value of hc for the three clast sizes expressed in terms of hm and the
radius of medium‐sized clasts, Rm.
The results of this model, with two slightly different values of hm (0.37 and 0.43 μm), effectively bracket the
data (Figure 13). These values of hm fulfill the criterion that they be substantially smaller than then the clast
radii. These values less satisfactorily meet the criterion that they be substantially less than the far‐field thick-
ness of the melt film at the bed, h; Appendix A for the case of debris‐free
ice with a comparable melt rate at the bed indicates h ∼ 1.3 μm. However,
the mean value of hwas larger in the experiments with clasts because they
support some of the ice load and hence reduce the normal stress on the
film at the bed, and because they locally greatly thicken the film by indu-
cing cavities.
Importantly, neither film thickness alone provides a good fit to the data.
The reason is that in Equation 7 τw depends linearly on vn, and the data
ultimately require either nonlinearity or an explanation for why contact
forces should be nonzero if vn = 0. Hansen and Zoet (2019) suggested
the latter by invoking a component of contact force resulting from the
ice pressure. However, there was no such effect in these experiments
(Figure 8). A second hypothesis that can be discounted is clast rotation,
which would have been expected to bemore common when contact forces
were high and might have limited clast‐bed shear tractions to values
smaller than those indicated by the clast‐bed friction coefficient
(Iverson, 1990). However, even the largest clast rotations measured can
only account for < 10% of clast displacement, implying that most of the
travel of clasts occurred by slip at clast‐bed contacts rather than rolling.
Therefore, the clast‐bed friction coefficient mostly limited the shear stress,
rather than resistance to clast rotation.
A more likely possibility is that the clast‐bed friction coefficient
(Equation 1) was not constant, as assumed, but instead decreased with
increasing contact force over the range of contact forces operative in the
experiments. For a friction coefficient to be constant, the real area of
Figure 12. Alternative model of clast‐bed contact force, Fc, in which
pressure gradients in the meltwater film adjacent to clasts are responsible
for the contact force (modified from Emerson & Rempel, 2007). Heat
flow to the upper surfaces of clasts causes melting at a rate, _mt, which in the
experiments is assumed to be approximately equal to the far‐field melt rate,
_m, and the associated bed‐normal ice velocity, vn.
Figure 13. Measured shear stresses (Experiments 1: pink, 3: green, and 4:
yellow) from clast‐bed friction and those indicated by the water film
model of contact forces (Figure 12) based on Emerson and Rempel (2007),
for two bracketing values of thickness of the water film, hm, above the
medium‐sized clasts (R = 8 mm) of the experiment. See text for other
parameter choices. Background
drag measured in experiments with debris‐free ice has been subtracted from
the total shear stress to isolate stress only from clast‐bed friction.
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contact,Ar, along the sliding interface must increase linearly with contact force (Bowden & Tabor, 1986). For
a single striating indenter, however, equal increments of contact force commonly cause progressively
smaller increments of Ar. The result is a friction rule of the form
μ ¼ k F−mc ; (8)
where k and m are positive constants (e.g., Archard, 1961; Etison & Amit, 1993; Mo et al., 2009;
Rabinowicz, 1986). For the particularly simple case of a single Hertzian contact (elastic sphere on an elas-
tic flat surface), Ar ∝Fc
2/3, yielding m = 1/3 in Equation 8 (e.g., Archard, 1961; Etison & Amit, 1993; Mo et
al., 2009). This value of m is in good agreement with the results of our rock friction experiments without
ice, which indicate that m = 0.31 over the relevant range of contact force in the experiments with ice,
10–30 N (Figure 14). We take the theoretical value, m = 1/3, and to estimate k in Equation 8 we consider
μ = 0.37 (Figure 14) to apply generally at the upper end of contact forces predicted by Equation 6, which
yields k = 1.38 N1/3. Use of these constants in Equation 8, after its insertion into Equation 7, provides a
good estimate of the measured clast‐bed shear stress with a fitted value of hm = 0.47 μm (Figure 15).
This value is only slightly larger than hm values required to bracket the data for a constant friction coeffi-
cient (Figure 13). Thus, unlike hypotheses for contact forces controlled by ice pressure (Boulton, 1974) or
by regelation (Hallet, 1981) or creep (Equations 4 and 5) of ice past clasts, this hypothesis that ties contact
forces and debris‐bed friction to the pressure gradient in the melt film adjacent to clasts (Emerson &
Rempel, 2007) cannot be rejected.
More generally our results indicate that most particles in the basal ice of glaciers—those gravel‐sized and
smaller—should be in relatively light contact with the bed, as anticipated by Hallet (1979a, 1979b, 1981).
However, this result is at odds with the aforementioned high shear stresses recorded on a smooth rock tablet
beneath Engabreen, Norway (Cohen et al., 2005). High shear stresses may have reflected conditions at the
interface between the ice and rock tablet at Engabreen different from those of the natural ice‐rock
interface there (Figure 1). For example, the tablet could have been blanketed by a thin (of order
millimeters) discontinuous till layer that would not have been observable at the end of experiments. High
clast‐bed contact forces are also seemingly indicated by glacial striations that are wider and deeper than
those produced in these experiments. Although large clast‐bed hardness contrasts may sometimes be
Figure 14. Coefficients of dynamic friction measured in rock friction experiments without ice, using the clast lithologies
and bed of the experiments with ice. Only the range of contact force relevant to the experiments with ice is shown.
Error bars reflect ±1 standard deviation of the shear stress variability as slabs containing clasts were slid at a constant
speed of 8 m yr−1. Fitting the data with a power law (line) indicates m = 0.31 with a coefficient of determination of 0.53.
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responsible for such striations, they may commonly be the product of
higher contact forces exerted by clasts larger than gravel size, owing to
lower melt rates at their upper surfaces, larger viscous drag on them asso-
ciated with ice flow toward the bed (Equation 5), and their larger buoyant
weights in ice.
5. Conclusions
Experiments with clean ice kept precisely at the pressure‐melting tem-
perature at and above the bed, low slip velocities (7.6 m yr−1), and a
smooth rock bed indicate friction coefficients less than 0.01. This observa-
tion supports a fundamental assumption of clean‐ice sliding theories that
local friction between debris‐free ice and a rock bed is negligible (e.g.,
Weertman, 1957).
For ice containing sparse, gravel‐sized clasts, clast‐bed friction does not
depend on ice pressure if drainage paths for basal meltwater are through
the melt film to connected parts of the subglacial drainage system. For ice
fully at the pressure‐melting temperature, water‐filled cavities develop
pervasively beneath clasts, as envisioned by Boulton (1974). However,
the water pressure within these cavities increases commensurately with
ice pressure to evacuate meltwater generated around clasts, such that,
unlike Boulton's model, cavity water pressure is generally not an indepen-
dent variable controlling contact forces. Mild shear stress sensitivity to
normal stress in previous experiments with other devices likely reflects
shorter drainage paths, either through the melt film or a permeable bed,
than in the larger‐scale experiments described herein.
As envisioned by Hallet (1979b, 1981), the primary variable that controls contact force for clasts with negli-
gible buoyant weights in ice (i.e., most clasts, R < 0.1 m) is the bed‐normal component of ice velocity. This
dependence is demonstrated by our data, as well as by the results of all other laboratory experiments in
which this variable has been measured (Byers et al., 2012; Hansen & Zoet, 2019; Iverson, 1990).
Contrary to the Hallet model and adjustments to it that include premelting physics (Hansen & Zoet, 2019),
flow of ice largely by regelation past clasts was not responsible for drag on clasts and associated contact
forces, as indicated by the water‐filled cavities that spanned the undersides of clasts and no evidence of rege-
lation ice. Given that cavities have formed in all other experiments with centimeter‐scale clasts on the bed
also with no evidence of regelation ice (Byers et al., 2012; Hansen & Zoet, 2019; Iverson, 1990), the use of
velocity/drag relationships in debris‐bed friction models that depend on regelation as the primary flow
mechanism of ice past clasts (Hallet, 1981; Hansen & Zoet, 2019; Iverson, 1990; Iverson et al., 2019;
Shoemaker, 1986) should be viewed skeptically, unless regelation past clasts in contact with the bed can
be demonstrated.
An alternative model for the proportionality between bed‐normal ice velocity and clast‐bed friction relies on
heat conduction from the bed through water‐filled cavities and into clasts, such that melt rates on the upper
surfaces of clasts are approximately equal to the far‐field basal melt rate. Melting on upper surfaces of clasts
is supported by clast‐bed shear stresses that are more than an order of magnitude smaller than those pre-
dicted by contact forces resulting from flow past clasts only by ice deformation. In this alternative model,
increasing bed‐normal ice velocity is associated with increasing melt rates on the upper surfaces of clasts.
Resultant increases in meltwater discharge through the melt film at clast surfaces increase water pressure
gradients in the film that increase the bed‐normal drag on clasts (Emerson & Rempel, 2007). This model
can account for measured clast‐bed shear stresses if clast‐bed contacts are idealized as Hertzian, which
implies a specific dependence of friction coefficient on contact force (μ ∝Fc
−1/3) that agrees with the results
of the ancillary rock friction experiments of this study.
Overall, these results provide guidance for including debris‐bed friction inmodels of glacier sliding. The bed‐
normal component of ice velocity is the primary control variable for assessing contact forces and friction for
Figure 15. Measured shear stresses (Experiments 1: pink, 3: green, and 4:
yellow) from clast‐bed friction and those indicated by the alternative
model of contact forces (Figure 12) based on Emerson and Rempel (2007),
for the case of clast‐bed contacts idealized as Hertzian (μ ∝ Fc−1/3) and
hm = 0.47 μm (line). See text for other parameter choices. Background drag
measured in experiments with debris‐free ice has been subtracted from the
total shear stress to isolate stress only from clast‐bed friction.
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a given concentration and size distribution of sparse debris (Hallet, 1981; Iverson et al., 2019). In contrast,
the ice pressure, proportional to the ice thickness, has little or no influence on debris‐bed shear tractions,
particularly for the impermeable beds of classical sliding theories. Efforts to modify glacier sliding models
to include debris‐bed friction by imposing a pressure‐based, Coulomb friction rule at the bed surface (e.g.,
Blasco et al., 2020; Morland, 1976) neglect the primary role of the bed‐normal component of ice velocity
in setting debris‐bed friction and assume a dependence on local ice pressure that is unsupported by this
study. Incorporating debris‐bed friction in sliding models will instead require consideration of the two‐
way coupling between debris‐bed friction and the ice velocity field near the bed.
Appendix A: Thickness of the Meltwater Film at the Bed
Using a strategy like that of Emerson and Rempel (2007), consideration of mass and momentum conserva-
tion in the melt film at the base of the ice ring allows its thickness to be estimated from the rate of basal melt-
ing and the normal stress on the ice ring. Take the radial coordinate to be r, with r = 0 at the center of the ice
ring and r = ro at the outside edge of the ring. Drainage occurs only at the edges of the bed, implying a drai-
nage divide within the ice ring at r = rd.
The flux of meltwater, q, is the product of the basal melt rate, _m, and the basal area of the ice ring on either
side of the drainage divide:
q ¼ − _mπ r2 − rd2
 
: (A1)







where h is the thickness of the melt film, η is the dynamic viscosity of water, and P is the water pressure in









Noting that at r= r0 the pressure is atmospheric, integrating both sides of this equation from r to ro yields the
pressure in the melt film:





− 2rd2 lnro − ln rð Þ
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: (A4)
The normal force exerted by ice on the drainage area over rd ≤ r ≤ ro is
FN ¼ σnπ ro2 − rd2
 
; (A5)






Substituting Equations A4 and A5 into Equation A6 and integrating yields, the thickness of the melt film





2 ln ro þ
rd2ro2 ln ro − 12
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− rd4 ln rd − 12
 
− 14 ro





where rd is unknown. To determine rd, note that at the inner edge of the bed where r = ri, the pressure is
atmospheric. Substituting P = 0 and r = ri into Equation A4 and solving for rd yields
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2 ln ro − ln rið Þ: (A8)
In the experiment ri = 0.250 m, ro = 0.450 m, and from Equation A8, rd= 0.345 m. For the approximate con-
ditions of these experiments (σn = 980 kPa, _m = 1,000 mm yr
−1), Equation A7 indicates h ∼ 1.3 μm.
Appendix B: Neglect of Intermolecular Interactions
Intermolecular interactions associated with premelting may affect the vertical force balance on particles in






where λ is a length scale above which intermolecular interactions can be neglected, 0.5 nm (Emerson &
Rempel, 2007; Wettlaufer & Worster, 1995), and L is the volumetric latent heat of fusion
(3.1 × 108 J m−3). In the experiments, _mwas equal to the bed‐normal ice velocity. Considering the smallest
value of bed‐normal velocity measured (1.1 × 10−8 m s−1) and the smallest particle size (R = 4 mm), the
right‐hand side of Equation B1 was never less than 23 nm is these experiments, allowing intermolecular
interactions to be neglected.
Data Availability Statement
There is no restriction on the data used in this study. Data from the experiments are permanently archived at
the Iowa State University Open Data repository (https://doi.org/10.25380/iastate.12385709). The repository
contains raw data and plots of the experimental time series, the calibration of ice ring contraction rate to bed‐
normal ice velocity, and the configuration and results of the rock friction experiments without ice.
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